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From the Dean
Dear Friends,

ln

this issue, I am proud to share stories from our college that embody the

transformative power of design. 0ur faculty, students, alumni and staff showcase
how broadly impactful a design education

is

-

from bringing a modern design

aesthetic into a national advertising campaign to connecting with communities
and citizens half a world away.

This has been a momentous year for the college. We received our first endowed

#

professorship from the Goodnight Educational Foundation. This increases our

faculty research while also supporting graduate students, all0wing them t0 tackle
real-world problems in an academic setting. lndustrial design faculty members
Carolina Gill and Kelly Umstead also received the college's first-ever grant from

the Department 0f Health and Human Services to study infant and maternal
mortality outc0mes related to Human Centered Design.

We continue to embody the spirit of the Think and Do the Extraordinary Campaign

0ur faculty and alumni were recognized by our NC State community. Alumnus

grateful to have surpassed our campaign goal, raising

Curt Fentress received an honorary doctorate of fine arts, while Professor Pat

the end of 2019. Yet there is still more work to be done. I hope you will consider a

Band received the Board of Governors Award for Teaching Excellence. Professor

gift t0 the Designlife fund, which provides unrestricted support for everything that

of Landscape Architecture Andrew Fox was elevated to a fellow by the American

departmental and state funds do not include. lt funds studio upgrades and model

Society of Landscape Architects, and School of Architecture Head David Hill was

shop equipment, supports field trips and undergraduate research, brings leading

elevated to a fellow by the American lnstitute of Architects.

practitioners to lecture, and much more.

because of your unfailing commitment and generosity to this college. We are

with

a

total of

$1

6 4 million by

us as we plan to honor the college for its 75th

Six of our students won the Chancellor's Scholarship for 201 9. 0ur graduate

Finally, I hope you

architecture studio won the 201S ABCHITECT lVagazine Studio Prize for their work

anniversary celebration in 2023. We look forward to celebrating our successes

with homeless and disabled veterans.

while planning for our f uture.

will

-

be

Atlark Elison Hoversten, Ph.D., FASIA, FCEIA, AICP, Assoc AlA

0n the cover: Art2Wear student Katie Bant was inspired by Florentine maiolica pottery to create

a sustainable, zero-waste collection.

8,000 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $1.17 per copy.

NC State university promotes equal opponuniry and prohibits discrimination and harassment based upon one's age, color, disability,
gender identity, genetic informati0n, national origin, race, religion, sex lincluding pregnancy), sexual orientation, and veteran status.
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*_Ahouc: Ihe Princeville, N.C. Mobile lttluseum created by the 2019 Design + Build session.

THE HENRY W AND LOBENE H JOHNSTON
DESIGN + BUILD PH0GRAN/:

A Crash Course in Impact,
Resilience and Flope
By lrlax Cohen

A Foundation on Wheels

S,,

Now, thanks to the Henry W. and Lorene R. Johnston Design + Build program,

we picture architecture students as a team armed with welding torches, rotary
may imagine architecture students in a studio, drawing conceptual

saws and hard hats. ln this new vision, architecture students are building a

designs and grand ideas in their sketchbooks, or perhaps laser-focused on their

museum for America's first town chartered by freed slaves

laptop screens building virtual models of their projects.

building it on wheels.
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The Princeville, N.C. Heritage [t/useum has long been a bastion of insight, history

Throughout the program, students are required to wear many hats

and culture. However, due to catastrophic damage sustained during Hurricane

with clients to design, engineer, construct and review. lt's not uncommon to see

N/atthew in 2016, it was forced to close its doors. Due to the region's history of

students develop c0nstructi0n details, call manufacturers, organize other students

requent flooding mixed with stunted economic growth, bringing the Princeville

and take ownership of the process. Furthermore, they have an opportunity to learn

f

museum back to life required a unique solution. The museum needed a solution that

they work

-

new technical skills and build emotional connections with their work simultaneously

showcased the town's heritage in a visually dynamic way, maintained affordability
and provided immunity

f

rom future extreme weather events, A mobile museum

was born.

"lt's one ofthe main reasons I still do this," says Lanou. "The students are proud to
have a project in their portfolio that has actually been built."

Unconventionally eunsistent

The

Silt ol fmpowerment

While there are other design-build programs acr0ss the country, there's one thing

Not only are Design + Build students more knowledgeable once their project is

that makes the Henry W. and Lorene F. Johnston Design + Build stand alone: each

complete, but they are empowered to become leaders, as well.

project, from conceptualization to c0mpletion, takes place over the span

of

11

weeks

When Henry Johnston first heard of the NC State College of Design's Design + Bulld
program, he was immediately drawn back to his own time as a student at the college.

According to Design + Build founder and instructor Bandall Lanou. each project

within the program has to accomplish two goals:first, the project must fulfill a
public need. Second, the students must experience the c0mplete design-makedesign loop

-

where students experience the direct c0nsequences of their

"lt took me six years to work my way through five years of college," reflects Johnston. "Construction systems today have gotten increasingly complex. lt's so important for architects to understand completely the systems that we are working with."

design decisions.
Becognizing the impact of
hands-on, comprehensive
learning, Johnston established
a $1 million endowmentfor

Design + Build. ln memory of his
late wife and fellow designer,
Lorene, the program is now

officially known by both of
their names: The Henry W. and
Lorene R. Johnston Design +

*

Build program.

'All that can

be done in school

is giving a young person an

appreciation for the problem,"
continues Johnston. "This
program exposes [students]
to what they need to focus on

when they practice."
Lett:

The

Design + Build team (from left to rightl frandy Lanou, Etlen Cassilly and Erik firlehlman, with Henry W. Johnston.

Bight:

Lorene B. Johnston, Henrys wife of S0 years, passed away in 2013.
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Right: Andy Hilts
contributed to SAS designs
such as this one featured

in the Wall Street Jounal.

Belowl. A snapshot from
Hilts' publication design.

Andy Hilts, a
junior in the
graphic design
program at NC
State's Colleoe
of Design, oionlt

a global "Did You Know? " campaign, highlighting the

always consider a

tech giant's innovation, foundatlonal capabilities and

career as a creative.

business approach.

SAS. Suecess and Academic Passion

:

Upon entering the graphic design program, Hilts
quickly jumped into an internship opportunity with
SAS. There, he developed the core visual concept

for

Now, his work is

tltledPoints of Entry.

featured in a global

"lt's wild being an intern and having the chance to

campaign by one of the

work on something that has such a vast reach. lt's

Triangle's largest tech

been everywhere

companies.

Business freview and the back cover of other magazines.

Like many professionals

exciting experience."

I never thought

%,

-

Wiredmagazine, Haruard

that would happen. lt's been a really

in creative services,

o
ac

m
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ln addition to seizing professional opportunities, Hilts

design world was a

has been taking advantage of larger academic projects

nontraditional one. Before pursuing graphic design,

to address nuanced and often overlooked aspects of

Hilts had dreams to find his success in the medical

human behavior. Cunently, he is working on a print pub-

field as a biology major.

h.

d

Hilts' dive into the

lication discussing the crossroads of queer communities
and the expression of intimacy through digital platforms.

.

Finding lnspiration

lr,

t+'

"This publication talks about intimacy in terms of how
t2c.
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It wasn't until an acquaintance invited him t0 the

we interact with intimacy digitally, how that exists in

College of Design's annual Art2wear fashion

our world as we continue to become more and more

show that the decision to switch educational paths

screen-based and how that affects intimacy

became clear. By junior year, he was directing

especially within the queer community."

Art2wear

Driven by the Unknown

H
m
(A

While adding two years t0 his education seemed

_,

T

intimidating at first, Hilts has been making the
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Looking to the future, Hilts finds excitement in the

most of his time as a college ambassador and by

possibilities available to him without being locked into

contributing to other CoD events.

a specific career path. "l've always been so focused

on planning and being future oriented, but recently l've

"l think there's this big stigma about spending more

realized there's no need for me stress 0ut," says Hilts,

than four years in college," says Hilts, reflecting

having a year left until graduation.

on the transition. "Talking to IDepartment Head

Tsailu Liulwas really helpful in understanding the

"The great thing about being in college is the fact that

power of design itsel[ the power of the school and

you have everything ahead of you. ISuccess] will come,

how interested and passionate the people are

and l'll enjoy what l'm doing because l'll be doing what

I

started t0 realize

lfit

-

in with that group of people."

I

want to share."
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Design Camp Celebrates
4}Years as a Creative Catalyst

3

By lttlax Cohen

Designing Direction

intending to bring the complete design process to the

each summer. Not only does it encourage campers

next generation of creatives.

to use their creative experiences to solve real-world

a designer is a complicated

problems, but it provides students the validation of

expeflence.

Percy Hooper, associate professor of industrial design

knowing that their talents and passions are applicable

and a colleague of Joyners, describes the beginnings

to a myriad of professions.

with the passion and inspiration to become creative

of Design Camp. "l am proud to have been a witness
and participant in the growth of the Design Camp

'As a camper, I think the best memory was just

professionals, but often lack the resources or direction

experience. lt is a true pioneer in introducing young

confirming design was what I wanted t0 do," states

to apply their talents to their chosen field.

people to the pure en.loyment of design."

Brittany Davis, a former camper turned counselor.
"[When]talking to my school

N/any young students begin their journey equipped

counselors about my interests,

'
:
I
I

they did not really know what

to say or what I should study
in college."

After 40 years of sketching,
planning, building, testing and
critique, Design Camp is still
remembered as the catalyst

for many careers in design.

)

BlairTones, who attended
Design Camp for three years,
is now a visual designer for
SAS

"Design Camp was what
ln 1980, Professor Charles Joyner started Design

Fast Forward

opened my eyes to the

Forty

opportunitiesthedesignindustryheldasacareer

compounded

go to college for," recalls Torres. Looking to the future,

Camp to bring those resources and direction to

minority students across North Carolina. Joyner,

path that I didn't even know existed or you could even
The positive outcomes have only

along with three College of Design students,

exponentially since Joyner visited his first high

embarked on road trips to high schools in Fayetteville,

Today, Design Camp introduces hundreds of

Wilmington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem,

to each College of Design discipline for four

school.

she plans to become a professor in design, sharing

students

the possibilities of design with the next generation

weeks

of students who are hungry to learn where their

creativity can take them.
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Evolving a l{orne
Over Four Decades
By Tina Govan

Above'. Ihe house today.

Right: lhe house
Far

right:

Tom

in 2016.

Brown,

lina Govan and Paul Tesar
discuss plans.

Paul Tesar has been designing his home over the past
0 ye a f S. Since 1979 he has been collaborating with former students from

4

By sistering one-by-fours onto the rafters and new two-by-six extensions, we simul-

taneously created a deep overhang and decorative roof edge that catches the sun."

the College of Design to shape the gradual evolution of his house to "home." He
embraces building as a process, rather than a product, interwoven with the lives

"lt's

0f its inhabitants, its place and those who built it, and his home is a true reflection

Brown explains. "l relish developing details like these and always viewed working on

of that.

Paul and Holly's house as a sort

Tesar moved to Raleigh to join the faculty of the College of Design in 1975. In their

The next transformation "took a village" to build, involving a whole range of

search for a home, Tesar and his wife, Holly, chose to live in an existing neighborhood

former design students. Brown, Russ Stephenson, Patrick Hyan and Greg Paul all

within walking distance of campus and bought a small ordinary 1930s house with

contributed at different times.

"potential for improvement" on Rosemont Avenue. Soon afterwards, Tesar ran into
Harwell Hamilton Hanis at school, who advised, "Don't do anything right away.

"The house sat like a small turd on a big piece of land," Tesar says bluntly, "unrelated

Live in the house for a while and observe how it looks and feels during the different

to anything around it. I wanted to find ways to tie it to the site." So, in 1985, he chose

seasons. Your ideas will be better for it." Tesar followed his advice, "observing" the

to dramatically extend the house out, creating courtyards and gardens surrounded
by low walls, columns and trellises. "Finally," Tesar says, "this 'object'was becoming

house for more than four decades, gradually making transformations over time.

a

fresh interpretation of the exposed rafter tails you see

in

the neighborhood,"

of'detail laboratory."'

more of an 'environment'woven into place with a series of connected indoor and
"Our first step was to make the entrance more inviting," Tesar says, "adding a front

outdoor rooms."

deck, wider entry steps and renovation of the foyer We enlisted the help of Tom

wasn't until two decades later that Tesar focused his attention on a screened

Brown, a talented former student, who'd become a builder. lt was a pleasure to

It

work with Tom. We have worked out many challenging details together over the

porch and dining room re-do, collaborating with former student Patrick Byan, a highly

years, such as developing a simple way to extend the house's skimpy roof overhangs.

skilled craftsman and builder.
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Ahove, lelt to right: screened porch addition; rafter

.

tails detail,

the evolving stain/vay transformations of the house and site over ime.

Righl: Ihe integration of house and site with a

series of layered outdoor rooms.

"Patrick was unusually gifted and a good friend. I greatly respected his
talents,"
Tesar says. "Unfortunately, he is no longer with us, but his work remains. We made
it a priority to design our new bedroom around the beautiful custom cabinets he

made for us 1 5 years ago."
Brown recalls, "Pat could come up with 10 solutions to any detail crisis. Paul and

were in on all of these deliberations. lt was

a joyf ul time. Returning

"Such piecemeal growth of a house yields complexities and contradictions," Tesar
says, "the material manifestation of a story and passage of time, not a pristine

I

to Bosemont

aesthetic object. lt creates an environment of incremental changes that responded

for this latest renovation, I was continually reminded of Patrick. I found endless
examples of his genius and craftsmanship "

in new ways to what was already there at any given point in time, and is perhaps

more reminiscent of how communities and townscapes grow, reflecting the organic
evolution of a place."

Finally, in 201 5, the Tesars saw the necessity to make the house fit for "aging in

place" and engaged architect Tina Govan, yet another student of Tesars, to help

Designing for incremental change over time is not often taught in architectural

with what they hoped would be their final addition: a new master suite and one

schools. lt requires the designer to let go of control. lt can be an untidy process, but

last remake of the foyer and front porch. For Govan, it was deeply satisfying to

it yields deep, long-lasting connections to people and place. lt's not a look or fashion

collaborate with her close friend and professor on the finale to his lifelong work, and

that can be copied from a magazine. Each place acquires its own unique history, and

to work with old friend and classmate Brown to build it.

it's this accumulation of layers, like topsoil, that makes it rich.

"l have such a long history with Paul, Holly, and 804 Bosemont Avenue," Brown

The Tesars' house holds lessons for us. As we consider making places, not just

says. "During this latest renovation, we dismantled the same front entry deck l'd
built in the '70s, and it was fascinating to see how well it had stood the test of time.

that we are collaborators with life. A live habitat is continually evolving, intimately

It sometimes felt like an archeological dig into my past. While replacing a skylight,

connected to, and shaped by, the life it supports. As Tesar has done, we can

I

found my old Boy Scout pocket knife that l'd left under the flashing."

buildings, that connect us to each other and to where we live, we must remember

embrace it, even celebrate it, and align with the dynamic nature of making places

that live, breathe and change over time.
'And it was especially powerful for me," Brown continues, "to complete the
stairway

in 2019

that Paul, Patrick, and I had started in 1980. There were unresolved

Piistscri0i Thec)tijrle{nicl!!tehct_<evtotilL.i itc!iia,iaeerpassiDlewiti:aLittle

t

bits that are finally done now, 29 years later. lt was like collaborating with my

canii!ltitliL.lj:i Jf atia::itg itxai

24-year-old selt something few builders get to do."

Phrto ci'edir. Ntel Nalhansari al K.r;stir e Diitnter PiictaLjD/)tie;s. itttps.,j,kristitit:tittln-rer.tornl
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Ahove: As part of unsanctioned effotls to revitalize the city, aftists have created large-scale murals and bifthed a new street aft scene.

his

work, by Australian street aftist B1ne, lies on Worcester Street and was created in 2013.

DISASTIR RECOVINY IN NIW ZEALAND:

CanWe Vliti
Costs of ltlat

the
isasters?

By Tim Peeler
GaVin Smith haS WOfked all Ovef the WOf lil
happen in real

of
one

in the aftermath

natural disasters, but he had never stood on a sandy beach and watched

time.

and within clear sight of Smith and his colleague Wendy Saunders, who works for
New Zealand's GNS Science. Twenty tourists visiting the volcano died. Dozens
more were injured.

Until last December, that is, when he was on the northern coast of New Zealand

The incident added to the vast catalog of the NC State professor of landscape

to study the efficacy of the c0untry's property buyout programs following the

architecture's work in disaster recovery, hazard mitigation and climate change

201

0l

adaptation, which includes hurricanes in North Carolina, lVississippi, Texas and

1 Christchurch earthquakes

Vermont; flooding and sea level rise in Australia, the Philippines and Hong Kong;
That's when the White lsland volcano began to erupt, just 30 miles off the coast

12 |
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volcanic eruptions in Hawaii and earthquakes and landslides in New Zealand.

Smith has devoted his governmental, private sector and academic career to

Now, he's working at the request of the Federal Emergency IVanagement Agency

natural hazards risk management. first through his work with North Carolina's

(FEIVA)to study how various buyout programs in the U.S., Australia and New

Division of Emergency [Vanagement and then in his academic career as the

Zealand can mitigate the high cost and emotional damage of natural disasters.

executive director of UNC-Chapel Hill's Coastal Besilience Center and, for the last
year, as a professor at NC State.

It's something that touched Smith's life. His childhood home on Galveston Bay was
severely damaged by Hurricane lke in 2008. His family lost irreplaceable memories,
like the signed book astronaut Neil Armstrong gave Smith's

father a NASA food

scientist, and rocks that were oncs on the moon.

So he has an empathetic heart to those who have to make the critical decision

to rebuild or relocate, which was an important part of his work with the Division
of Emergency lt/anagement from 1 996-2002, when he managed a program that
bought out more than 5,000 damaged homes in Eastern North Carolina and turned

the property into open space.

:

:

q

r.

"As part of our international study, we are looking at how we can share policy
lessons across these three countries," Smith says. "The U.S. has a very specific,
prescriptive way of doing land buyouts, most of them tied to large infusions of
post-disaster aid."

"New Zealand doesn't have the same policies in place. Because they don't have
a
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Pre-disaster planning is critically important in all situations, of course, but Smith has
an eye on how each country's policies and programs might help when less sudden
events need to be addressed on both a local and federal level

,i
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national resources."
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it necessitates creating innovative strategies, including the identification of sub-
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access to large sums of pre-determined, disaster-based federal funding,

"ln the era of climate change, large-scale buyouts and resettlements are going to
happen, whether it is episodic or part of a long{erm strategy," Smith says. "There's

iaJ .,s

:{oN\;!ri.

a lot that we can draw from these buyout programs that are happening post-

f-

mudslide, flood, earthquake, hunicane or wildfire.
Top: Gavin Smith lsecond from right) is pictured here with Sarah Beavan, a lecturer in
disaster risk and resilience at the University 0f Canterbury fim Davies. a professor in eafth

"How do we apply those lessons, not only to reduce risk, but to show other

and environmental science at the University 0f Cantekury and Wendy Saunders, senior

countries, states and c0mmunities how to proactively think about these strategies?

natural hazards and climate adaptation planner l,4NZP| at GNS Science. ln addition to his

We are also going to be dealing with slower-onset events, like sea-level rise and

research on post-disaster recovery, Smtth is in the process 0f developing

drought. How do we begin to plan for the relocation of people from areas we know

a

13-credit graduate

certificate titled Disaster Resilient Policy, Engineering and Design.

Bottom:

are at risk, but may not see direct impacts for some time? "

Wctims 0f the 2011 eafthquake are memorialized at the Canterbury Eafthquake

National fr,|emorial in Christchurch, New Zealand. lt was one of the projects identified in the

And there's no hiding from natural disasters

Christchurch Central Recovery Plan, and was led by the lt4inistry for Culture and Heritage.

blink of an eye.
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and is ntade of approxinately

polluting our earlh.
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"You can cut the fabric vertically and sideways,
j

but then you have to utilize all the scraps and

extra pieces in the pattern," she explains.
i

Banl, now pursuing a master s degree in art

t

and design at NC State, first participated in

:

Art2Wear as an undergraduate, creating her
collection in the fibers and surface design studio
in Leazar Hall.

Associate Professor of the Practice Precious
Lovellteaches the studio, working with about
a dozen students as they look for inspiration,

develop their concepts and then go through
the often-tedious work ofturning their visions
into realiry

For some students, it's a new experience.

"l have a student this semester who has never
made a pattern, never sewn anything, never
dyed anything." Lovell says. "But I always rell my students, 'you can do it. Don't
compare yourself to the person sitting beside you. lf you truly apply yoursel[ you
can do the things you set out to do."'

Bant

wasnt starting from scratch but

For one thing, she learned

she had a lot to learn about sustainability.

that the most popular synthetic inks used on fabrics

have negative impacts on the envir0nment.
"Plastisol inks contain PVC and softening agents
called phthalates which are
signiflcantly hormone disruptive and carcinogenic," Bant says. "Plastisol inks do
not decompose which means they remain in the landfill infinitely. lf clothes with
plastisol ink are incinerated, the trapped dioxins and hydrochloric acid will be
released into the atmosphere, creating harmful gases and acid rain that ultimately
contaminate our water, soil, plants and animals."
Bant adapted her printing methods to avoid the harmful effects of synthetic
inks, opting instead to use water-based inks, natural thickening agents and light-

sensitive dyes.

Katie

Rant

she then inported int7

Rantdrew tile pattens based off of maiolica designs, which

he computer

to nanipulate. She then used

a

laser cutter to bum

the fabic slightly, remaving the top layer of indigo and revealing he patten.
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n a study-abroad trip to the Academia ltalia in Florence, ltaly,

Katie Bant became enchanted with maiolica, a form of pottery made
of tin-glazed earthenware that originated in Moorish Spain during the
Fena issance.

lnspired by the lslamic designs and white-and-blue pigments used
in maiolica ceramics, the art and design student decided to breathe

ilGfie.t

new life into an old art form by incorporating similar patterns into her
collection

f

or the 2019 Art2Wear iashion show.

The result was a richly textured ensemble combining cross-cultural
designs, classic American fabrics and high{ech processes. lt also
hewed to the show's theme. circularity, the practice of repurposing
materials and harness ng the design process to push the boundarres
of sustainability

"lt was the first time Art2Wear introduced sustainability as a theme,"
Bant says. "We didn't know we were goino to have that constraint."
Among the biggest challenges was ensuring that zer0 waste was
produced in making two of the garments in her collection. That
involved designing patterns that utilized the full width of the material
and required straight, horizontal cuts.

Katie Rant's final Aft2wear c0llecti0n iuc0ryorated patchwork piercs

created from indigo rennants and cust1m-designed laser-etched pieces.
Bant kept each naterial tn her collection easy t0 separate. allowing for

naximun recyclability. Each pleat 0fthe skirt is attached by individual buftans.
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lnformed by her research into sustainable practices, Bant built her collection one
step at a time.

First, she fleshed out her concept, envisioning a collection of patchwork pieces

inspired by maiolica tiles that could be mixed and matched, all made of 100%
upcycled materials. She collected pieces of fabric

-

as the building blocks of her collection.

-

some found and some donated

Hant sketched a silhouette of each piece in her collection, then placed pieces of
her fabrics on top of the drawings, moving the fabric samples around in different

.t

mlY not

.

combinations to help her visualize the finished garments. "lt's sort of plug-and-play,"
she says. "Even today I have a hard time visualizing without doing that "

[l,,ili,xi'l;o
extra
a llttle

creatrvitY.

She sketched tile patterns by hand and scanned them into a software program

nc.'

where she could replicate and manipulate them. Then she used a laser cutter in
Leazar Hall to engrave the digital patterns onto pieces of denim. "lnstead of screen

Ra_rurgotc
Game,nt
wlrr'
r'mad!

Thls

'iooo/o
u

ocY cleo

cotton
oolYetter
Llends'

printing, you can use the laser to burn into the {abric ever so slightly, taking off the

first layer of indigo color and leaving an imprint of the pattern

in

white," she explains.

0nce all the materials were dyed or engraved, she used a Japanese embroidery
technrque called sashik0 stitching t0 sew the patchwork pieces together. Sashiko

was traditionally used to reinforce worn areas of clothing but is now used primarily
as a decorative technique in quilting.

To make the collection easily recyclable, Rant ensured

that pieces made of dlfferent

fabrics could be separated. For example, a pleated skirt on one garment can be
unbuttoned and removed or repurposed. She tagged each piece in the collection to
identify the types of fiber used in it.

With its nod to the past and its embrace of modern best practices

in sustainable

design, Bant's collection impresses on several levels. Her teacher s practiced eye
takes it all in.

"What's beautiful about Katie's collection

is

that not only is it well designed

and well conceptualized, but if you look at it with a magnifying glass, it is so

beautifully made," Lovell says. "Evidence of the hand is paramount in this collection.
It's exquisite."

Bant tagged each piece of ctothing in her coltection to identify the types 0f fiber used,
making it easy to separate and remave pieces for

recyciing.

Rant drew inspintion

from maiolica, a form of ltalian ponery nade of tin-glazed earthenware that was popular
fr1m the 1400s t0 the 1600s. lhe use of a tin ghze was introduced to ltalian aftists via
pottery imported from Spain, which was predoninantly under Mooish rule.

Popl: This collection was inspired
by p op a rtists

nd'80s

Polaris: Polars

rs a screen

printed

fa shi o n. The

and naturally dyed collection meant

clothing is transformable, using

to inspire people to get involved with

a

carefully placed drawstrings so that

hea li n g the

Perception: This collection is
inspired by perception

-

where

we see, hear or become aware

environnenL

of

something thraugh the senses,

the fit and silhouettes can be adius'ted.
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Now an internationally recognized architect,
in the small, rural

curt Fentress srew up
town of Summerfield, North Carolina. His passion for design led him

to pursue courses in drafting and engineering in high school, and eventually led him
to the College of Design, where he graduated with honors in 1g72. Forty-seven years
later, he came back on campus to receive an honorary doctorate and deliver the 2019

commencement address to the December class of future designers.

From Small-Town Student to lnternationally Known Architect
Fentress now serves as the principal in charge of design at Fentress Architects, a

large-scale architectural firm with studios in Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Washington, D.C. and Houston. Founded by Fentress in 1980, the firm passionately
pursues the creation of iconic public architecture. Known for his "patient search,"
Fentress, FAIA, RIBA, has designed $43 billion of architectural landmarks worldwide,

visited by more than 650 million people each year.
"Some architects have a preconceived notion of what a building should
be

-

they

design from the outside like the building is a piece of sculpture. I prefer to patiently
search through extensive discovery until I find a seam somewhere, crack it open and
discover the art inside" says Fentress.

Shaping Future Minds
His commitments to the College of Design have been equally exemplary. He has spent
many years inspiring new students through his course on airport design. The studio's

student design work was exhibited at the 2018 Venice Biennale, and won the

ECC

Best Architecture University Award for the "Future Airports: Global Design Thinking"

project. Fentress has not only shaped young minds, but provided strategic direction
for the college over many years, guiding both the dean and the department head for architecture as well as
serving as a member of the Leaders Council.

Reimagining Sustainable Architecture
Known for his meticulous design process, Fentress focuses on the needs of the client, the nature of the site
and the cultural context for which the building is being designed. This work has led his firm to be one of the
Top Green Design Firms in the U.S., where he has been pioneering sustainable design since the early 1gg0s.

As a testament to the firm's solution-driven and creative design approach, projects designed by Fentress have
been honored with over 550 awards for innovation and excellence.
Fentress' recognition has now come full circle. ln 2019, he received an honorary doctorate of fine arts from
NC State University. ln 2010, he received the College of Design's Distinguished Alumni Award, in which the
recipient is asked to give the spring commencement address. Nearly ten years later, he once again shared
advice for hopeful graduates as they embark on a new chapter.
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Designer Liora lVlanne Named
2019 Distinguished Alumnus By s,ua*
Liora N/ann6 was preparing herself

a

tor

career in the theatre. The arts were her passion, after

all.

:
g

Ha
C

website, LioralVanne.com, to create a took that is nor
achieved through traditional printing, weaving or knitting.
Today, Liora Mann6 is more than a name, but a brand.

But we will never know what would have become of

lVann6 in that discipline because Vince Foote nudged her

Mann6's Lamontage and Lush collections of rugs, pillows,

wall hangings and accessories can be found in a variety

in a different direction.

of hotels, restaurants, universities and corporate offices.
"That's a nice story," says [Vann6, a native of lsrael. "l give
(Foote, now Professor Emeritus of lndustrial Design) all the
credit."
lVlann6's husband was in NC State's School of Design and
was about a year from graduating. lVann6, a graduate of
Georgia State University, decided to move to Raleigh for

that year before moving to New York to pursue the theatre.
She began working as an administrator at the NC State

Crafts Center, then started teaching. She also began
taking classes in the College of Design as a form of selfenrichment.

'All my life I have craved the textiles," she said. "But

To honor her career and industry contributions,
the College of Design selected [/ann6 as its 2019
Distinguished Alumnus award at NC State's Evening of
the Stars Gala in November.
ln an era when digital technology is making production

and development more efficient and expansive, [Vann6
still yearns for a hands-on approach.

'A lot of what I do

is by hand," she said. "Today so much

of the design is done on the computer. Previously it was
the really crafty part, which I love doing. Even when I

work with conventional medium in Lamontage, picking
the yarn and colors, texture, so much of that is done
I

looked to that as my hobby, and never thought of it as

something I could do professionally."

digitally."
That desire for a simpler time stems from her studio days

Foote flipped through Mann6's portfolio, liked what he saw
and made a simple suggestion: "Why don't you come and
do your master's? "

"l never turned my back on that," said [t/ann6, who earned
her N/aster of product design in 1977 through her study of
textile design and textile engineering. "lt was a fantastic
opportunity. I had the opportunity to explore the creative
aspects of the textile design and at the same time take
classes at the School of Textiles that gave me some of the

at NC State.
"l was so impressed with the creativity, the
experimentation and the material," she said. "l think
that getting such a great background of materials to play

with gives you so many forms of design. I think it

is really

incredible."
And from her own collegiate experiences, she shares
a bit of wisdom for current and future students: 'Just

technical background, which I loved. Somehow ever since
then, l've tried to stretch technical limitations of medium."

explore and not limit your vision when you go in. Beally be
open to all the possibilities and synthesize and develop
them to see where it takes you."

More than 25 years ago, Mann6 developed Lamontage,
which is a unique textile that melds "the ancient art of

Who knows, had lt/ann6 not been open to exploring her
own possibilities, she might have been on Broadway

felting with modern technology," according to [Vlann6's

instead of being a respected designer in New York.
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First Faculty Endowment for the College of Design
The Goadnight Educational Foundation Establishes $1 f\/lillian Distinguished Professorship in Architecture
Finally, an endowed professorship comes
to the College of Design. "Endowed racutty

Scholarships help.just one student a year. An endowed

positions not only pay the salaries of faculty members, but

to come" Hoversten added.

professorship sets up many students for success for years

they also provide funds to hire students in research labs,"
says Dean lVlark Hoversten. "This is providing students not

The ability to recruit and retain faculty through the

only with financial aid but also with the opportunity to work

creation of endowed positions is one of NC State's Think

on real life projects."

and Do the Extraordinary Campaign priorities.

Utilizing faculty endowed positions provides several

LEFT:

benefits to the college: it draws in star faculty, holds the

Ihis project by 1ian Lin was part of the ABC 590 Watenolor

costs down for faculty positions, and impacts students

What are our architecture studonts up to?

for Architects course. Students were asked to represent the

by providing real-world learning opportunities and additional financial aid

cunent semester design projects in hybrid watercolors.

resources. "We are changing the model of how we help students at the college.

designed this wellness center to be in dlwntown Baleigh, near Nash Square.

Lin, a

maste/s student in architecture,

Fueling the l\eeds of Tomoruow's Students
Through Philanthropic Support
By Christine Klocke
YOu Could hear a pin drOp. ltwas 2012, and former Dean of the

"You run a gauntlet when you apply to and attend this college" added Flink.

College of Design lVarvin lValecha had just asked the Design Guild (now Leader's

"That will be a hallmark of this college going forward

Council)to raise $10 million. The Think and Do the Extraordinary Campaign was

about how the college launched their career We need our alumni to remember

gearing up for a public launch in 2016, and Malecha was committing the college

this college, and use it as a reason to expand their philanthropic support."

-

people will always talk

to a fundraising goal beyond anything it had ever experienced. "lt's going to be
up to us" said Charles A. "Chuck" Flink, owner and president of Greenways,

As the cost of education continues to rise and state appropriations continue to

lnc. "Steve Schuster and I were the chairs of the fundraising committee lfor the

dwindle, balancing the costs of education for students becomes harder. Students

Design Guildl and we knew that we would have to lead by example and just do it.

We planted flags and established respective gifts to start the ball rolling on this

need that gap to be filled by philanthropists. As Hoversten continues to steward the
college into the future, he reflects on his mission as a dean. "Fundraising ensures

initiative."

that this college will continue to be successful and fulfill our mission to transform
the world through design education and scholarship. To do that, we need to expand

When lvlark Hoversten started as dean, he transformed the culture of fundraising
within the college

-

setting an ambitious goal of raising $13 million for the

our resources

-

we can't take it to the next level by simply relying on our resources

of the past. As we approach the 75th anniversary for the college in 2023, we want

capital campaign starting in 2016 and exceeding that goal in 2018. He then set a

to ensure that the endowments we're setting up and the money we're raising wlll

new stretch goal of $16 million, only to exceed that the following year.

benefit future generations of students and fuel their needs of tomorrow."
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THINK AND DO
THE EXTRAORDINARY

THINK

The Campaign for NC State

The College of Design surpassed its $13
million goal in December 0f 2019, raising over$16.4

AND DO THE
EXTRAORDINARY

million for scholarships, fellowships, faculty endowments. and
enriching programs.

The college received its f rst faculty endowed position from

the Goodnight Educational Foundation. Previously, the College
of Design was the only college at NC State without an
endowed professorship.
Total funds raised between the campaign launch (0ctober 2016) and Dec. 31, 2019.

$t6,482,
Donor Breakout:

I

I

Whether the college receives annual cash gifts, multi-year
pledges, or is included in an estate plan, every contribution
has an impact and supports its ongoing excellence. The

Gifts by Use:

TOTAL:$16,rt82,085

Alumni

Facilities

Foundations

Endowment

0perations
0ther 0rganizations

Corporations

design.ncsuredu
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How to Design
VH That Heals
By Brent Winter

A student in the College of Design's

a Ph.D. program that would have required me to quit

Doctor of Design program

my job," he says.

is pushing his

career to the next level by researching how to design

virtual reality environments that reduce stress

-

an

issue that has hit close to home for him ever since he

"l like working at Peace University

and doing freelance game design on the side. ln the
DDes program at NC State I can keep doing those

things while working toward my degree."

served in the military.

"l'm essentially trying to use technology

then l've had intermittent struggles with post-

to combat the effects of technology.
When people hear about my research,
sometimes they say,'Well, why build
a VB thing for this? Why not just go
outside?' But not everyone can go

traumatic stress disorder, and l've wondered if a VR

outside."

"l'm a combat veteran," says Justin Johnson,
an assistant professor of communications and

simulation and game design at William Peace
University in Raleigh. "lwas stationed in lraq. Since

-

system that promotes cognitive restoration might

With lvl. Elen Deming, the program's director, as his
dissertation advisot Johnson is researching how

in the DDes program."

game technology and virtual reality can be used to

Established in 2016, the College of Design's DDes

promote cognitive restoration. Besearch shows that

program is an advanced degree program for

overuse of technology such as smartphones and

established design practitioners. Applicants must

computers causes people's attention to become

hold a master's degree, and at least one of their

depleted, which makes it hard for them to focus and

degrees must be from an accredited program in

increases stress. Other research has shown that

design, fine arts 0r an equivalent field. The DDes

spending time outdoors can restore attention and

program is one of only four such programs in the

reduce stress, so Johnson is studying how to use

United States, and it's the only one featuring a

the principles of landscape architecture to create

blended-learning model combining online instruction

a VB environment

with on-campus workshops.

cognitive restoration that occurs outdoors.

Johnson says the program's flexibility is one of his

"l'm essentially trying to

favorite things about it.

the effects of technology," he says. "When people

"When

I

decided lwanted to advance my career, a

doctorate was the next step, but I didn't want to do

22 |
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What lf you're bedridden

in a hospital or at home?

What if you're in a correctional facility or some other

help people with PTSD, among others. So that's

what l'm working on

JUSTTN JoHNSoN

I

that promotes the same kind of

use technology to combat

institutional setting? Those people might benefit
from a VR system that allows them to play a gamelike
experience that restores them."

Now in his second year in the DDes program, Johnson
says he's very happy with how it's going so far.

"lt really has changed my life," he says. "That may
sound cheesy, but it's true. [Vly advisor has given me

lots of career advice. l've also been able to take what
l'm learning through my research and use it to improve
my teaching. And l'm taking the more traditional

design knowledge that l've gained and implementing

it in game design. I never thought that way until
started this program. I highly recommend it."

I

hear about my research, sometimes they say,

To learn more about the College of Design's DDes

'Well, why build a VB thing for this? Why not just

program, visit the pr0gram's https//design.ncsu.edu/

go outside?'But not everyone can go outside.

a ca d e m i cs/d octo r- of-d es ig n

design,ncsu.edu
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Falt 2019Incoming C1ass by Major:

tjbDesign RDesign

Design Graphic
lndustrial
35 Urdergraduate: 39
Undergraduate: 8
Graduate:15 Graduate:11 Graduate:11

Architecture
Undergraduate:

FalI 2019 Incoming
Class by Location:

Art +

48

Undergraduate:

Graduate:27

Design Studies

IN

STATE

Undergraduate:163

Undergraduate:40

1

Graduate

5T

Graduate-only programs include Landscape Architecture: 25, Ph.D. program: 2, Doctor of Design progran: Z

Fall 2019 Undergraduate
Incoming Class:
Total lncoming Class:

180

College of Design
Student Body:
Total Student

First-Year

OUT.OF STATE

Body:869

Undergraduate

Undergraduate Total

Graduate:

0ff-campus transfer

Graduate Total

l5

16

0n-campus transfe

0ther

INTERNATIONAL
*The

numbers reflected here include both on-canpus and internal transfers, which the )ffice of tnstitutional Research

Underqraduate:2

and Planning (01flP) does not include when calculating student totals. lherefore, there is a stight discrepancy

Graduate:25

betvveen the nunbe$ represented here and the official numbers reported by NC State.
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NC State Facts:
NC State received over

30,000

applications and admitted

43.7oh

of the fall 2019 applicant pool
Admitted students in the final
notification group represent
North Carolina's

'100

98 of

counties, all

50 states, including the District of
Columbia and Puerto Bico, and

44 countries

.
.
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Total enrollment.

36,304

Undergraduateenrollment:

23,921
Graduate enrollment.

Unrversrty Co lege oi

9,257
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In lVlemoriam

Philip Freelon, FAIA [1953-20191

ln 1975 he received a BFA degree in architecture

lVetropolitan [/luseum of Art, the Yale University

Philip Freelon, FAIA, passed away in July after

from the College of Design, then attended the

Art Gallery and the IVIuseum of

battling ALS since 2016. A Distinguished Alumnus of

North Carolina School of the Arts. While there he

the NC State University College of Design, Freelon

was observed in ballet class by the director of the

graduated with a BEDA in 1975 and earned an

American Ballet Theatre School, who invited him

Steven Schuster, FAIA, passed away in August

honorary doctorate in 2017. One of his most notable

to New York City on a full scholarship to attend

after a long battle with cancer. Schuster graduated

design accomplishments, the Smithsonian National

the school and dance with the corps de ballet of

with a BEDA in 1973 and was serving as a member

lVuseum of African American History and Culture,

Ballet Theatre. ln 1977 he moved to Europe where,

of the Leaders Council. Schuster was the founding

was completed in 2016. He served in several

working as a model in Paris, tt/ilan, and London, he

principal of Clearscapes and a leader in the practice

leadership roles at NC State, including time on the

became fluent in French and developed an lnterest

of architecture and adaptive reuse. He designed

Board of Trustees and on the Design Guild Board and

in photography. Upon returning to New York City in

many projects in downtown Baleigh, including the

'1981

as an adjunct faculty member and mentor. He not

he commenced his wide-ranging career as a

Fine

Arts Houston

Steven Schustet FAIA [1951-2019]

Exploris IVuseum (now Marbles Kids IVuseum)

only designed the Partners lll building on Centennial

photographer of architecture, interiors and gardens,

and IIVAX Theater, the Pine State Creamery

Campus, he also designed the new Gregg IVluseum

both on assignment for such magazines as House &

on Glenwood South, the Baleigh Convention

of Art & Design, located on Hillsborough Street in

Garden Architectural Digest Elle Decorand Veranda,

Center and the Contemporary Art Museum. He

the university's former chancellor's resldence.

and as the photographic collaborator on numerous

also worked on the new Baleigh Union Station

books, including Biedermeier, Greek Revival America,

and was a major player in the revitalization of

John lVark Hall [1953-2019]

Adventures with 0ld Houses and Private Gardens of

the Warehouse District. Schuster was named a

John lt/lark Hall, 66, passed away in February 2019

Connecticut. His fine art photographs are represented

Distinguished Alumnus in 2012 and received the

after a long battle with angiosarcoma cancer

in a number of museum collections, including the

Designlife Award in 2015.
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Design Community Honors Stephen Hill
for Community Renewal Efforts at Gala

\

0n a welcoming spring evening in
late N/arch, ,o,J,t,on 220 gresrs arrrvecr

Among the guests at the event were Gov Boy

at the North Carolina State Executive iVansion

Susr H. Hamrlton, Department of Natural and

in downtown Faieigh to attend the 22nd annual

Cultural Besources for the state of North Carolina

Designlife Gala to honor Stephen Hill. The annual

introCuced Hiil at the award ceremony

Cooper and First Lady Kristin Cooper Secretary

event celebrates the role of design and the arts in
improving lives and elevating the cornmLrnity.

Kevrn Kane IBEDA'83. I\4 Arch. 'B7l and l\4yra

Hill is an entrepreneur who incorporates his

Wrngs on Wings Alvard This anard recognizes

Kane IBEDP 'B5l ivere also honored with the

!

advocacy for the arts, historic preservation and

distinct and impactful contribLrtions to the Colleqe

dowrntown revitalization in his businesses By

o{ Design. The Kanes have lrad a stcnificant

investing his time, talents and {inances irito his
hometown oi Kinston, North Carolina, Hril is helping

inrpact on the r.vork of the college and the Coastal
Dvnamics Design Lab, whose mission is "to

to spark a corrr'lunity renewal.

organize and lead trans-discipilnary research and

As board chair of the North Carolina Arts Council,

conrmunitv developnterrt challenoes in vLrlneralrie

Hill is also the visionary behind l\lother Earth

coastal regions, with a concentrated focirs on the

Brewing and Spirrts, N/other Earth Motor Lodge,

mid-Atlantic seaboard''

desiqn teanrs to address crrtical ecological
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The 0'Neil boutique hotei, The Fed Boom and
Kinston's Arts & Cultural District. As the founder

Designlife describes the essence of destgn

and board chair for the smART Kinston Foundation,

education and its practice at the NC State College

Hill is laying the groundr,vork f or lasting change

of Desigr: We teach students to "desrgn for life
and to lead the design lile "

The Desigrrlife Gala is supported by the college's
Leaders Council, along witlr other donors to the

The Designlife Award celebrates the role of desigrr

Designli{e Fund, which is comprised of a commLtnity

and the arts irr inrproving [ves in the comnrunity

of alumrri, friends, desrgn professtonals and industry

The college established the erward in 1998 to

leaders whose purpose is 1o supp0rt, nurture and

celebrate the vitality 0f the design cornnrunity and

promote design education at the College of Design

design education. The awarri honors a sigrrificant

through volunteer efforts, special prograrns and

contribution that individuals have made to desrgn

events, and private contributions.

in the southeastern United States

lop:
The

Designife Aw*ard recrpient Stephen

atvard

w-as

Hill Middle: Hill

receives the Desiqnlfe ;\v',arcl front Deari h,lark ilt'tversteti.

designeC in 2018 by altntnus Nlaft NicCormetl, r,,itit sL[tpcn front LeaLlers Coiincii ntenbers itntl the staff

iil the Callege 0f Design's lVlatenals L.ab. Boltom: Hir€l-sle/r preseni-s Kevn and iv,lyra Kane
'trith tle Wilgs sn Wing-<
An'attl, which ret:ogiltzes distinct and tnlpactful cantributians to the College ofDesrgrr nre (anes I tere ecagnized tat
thetr

v/Lark

with the Coastal Dynamics Desirn Ltit.

desrgn rrcsL

cdLr i

NC Srrte U,tivr.rs ty Cct e.rc
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and lnfant 0utcomes
By Christine Klocke

Professors Carolina Gill and Kelly Umstead

from tne industrial

design program at NC State are partnering with Dr. Alison Stuebe with the

Above: Associate Pnfessor of lndustial Design Carolina Gill and Assistant hofessor of
lndustrial Design and Director of Graduate Pragnms for lndustrial Design Kelly Umstead.

UNC Department of 0bstetrics, Besearch Associate Kristin Tully with the UNC

fourlear funding period, which began

in the fall 0f 2019, the team

will

Gillings School of Public Health and Associate Professor Emily Patterson with

ln this

The 0hio State University's School of Health and Behabilitation Sciences. The

study postnatal care through the lens of the mothers, babies and health

team has received a $2.5 million grant from the Agency for Healthcare Besearch

professionals, data from electronic medical records, and transition processes

and Ouality at the United States Department of Health and Human Services to

from hospital to home. The team has already begun implementing research

identify underlying contributors to postnatal morbidity and mortality and co-

methodologies taken from across its disciplines. Professors Gill and Umstead

develop more effective, sustainable and scalable postnatal care. This grant will

are responsible for the human-centered design approach through qualitative

establish a patient safety learning laboratory at UNC Women's Hospital.

research methods such as in-clinic shadowing, observations, participatory

Combating Rising Maternal Mortality

workshops with patients and healthcare providers. The design team is integral
to the analysis and visualization of data, including the insight generation process.
Through future stakeholder co-design workshops, the team will identify priority

The U.S. is the only high-income country in the world in which maternal mortality

areas of opportunity in maternity care.

rates are rising. This project will enable a stronger start for mothers and their
can be shared with other hospitals forwidespread implementalion. The goal

After defining priority areas, the team will begin prototyping and evaluating
concepts for intervention. The team will alternate between idea generation

of the project, 'Re-engineering Postnatal Unit Care and the Transition Home to

and evaluation until prototypes emerge that can be implemented and assessed

infants, as well as offering a more integrated, value-based model for care that

Reduce Perinatal Morbidity and Mortality,' is to identify and define priority needs

in a laboratory setting for refinement. These prototypes may include new

in hospital postnatal units that contribute to poor maternal and infant outcomes

processes, educational material, patient-facing information and tools for clinical

and to design innovative interventions that will ensure their safety and wellness.

decision-making.

Leveraging Human Centered Design

ln the latter stages of the project, the team

will continue to implement successful

interventions in the postnatal unit at UNC Women's Hospital and evaluate the
Human Centered Design approaches have been increasingly recognized by

outcomes. The team is looking forward to implementing a human-centered

healthcare organizations as useful strategies in tackling complex healthcare

redesign of postnatal care and dissemination of new knowledge through the

issues. This proiect will rely heavily on these methods to incorporate the v0ices

Agency for Healthcare Research and 0uality, medical and nursing societies as

of all maternity care stakeholders.

well as in human factors and systems engineering and design research publications.
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CONNECT
WITH THE COLLEGE
Stay connected with the College of Design. Whether
you're analog, digital or somewhere in-between, learn
about all of the ways our students Think and Do the
Extraordinary.

ATTEND: Please join us on campus for an upcoming

-ii

event, lecture or symposium. For a list of upcoming
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ev enls, visit http s//d e s ig n.
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GIVE: Private support provides design students
unparalleled opportunities for innovative learning and
academic growth while preparing them for a bright future

to live a Designlife. Every gift, no matter the size, has an
impact on the faculty. staff and students of the College
of Design. There are many ways donors can support the
College through a gift, whether through annual giving,

creating an endowment or a lasting legacy of a planned

gift. If you're interested in giving to the College of Design,

#*

t/.i-

." I

visit http s//d es ig n. n c s u.e d u/g ive.
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Above: Architecture students Ralph Knowles, Jeff D. Brooks lll, Ligon Flynn, Al Cameron, Richard Leaman, Bruno
T.C.

HIBE: We may be a little biased, but our graduates are
Leon,

Howard, John f. Caldwell. Forrest Coile, Paul Shinamoto, Fred [aylor and Shennan Pardue work with renowned

designer Buckrninster Fuller on a project to desigD an automated coft1n mill using the 1cttet space frame and

some of the best in the business. Consider hiring our
recent alumni as well as current students to provide
experience both inside and outside the classroom.

qeodesic dome, crrca 1949.

UPDATE: Want to stay c0nnected with the College
of Design? We would love to hear about new projects,
promotions, and awards. Email Christine Klocke at

for the College of Design s
75th Anniversary in 2023

chklocke@ncsu.edu to share your good news with us.

Want our newsletter or other publi calions? VisiI hftp//
g o.ncsu.edu/des ig n-news

to sign up.

SHABE: We're a social bunch. Like, retweet and
engage with @ncstatedesign on Facebook, lnstagram

As the College of Design looks forward to its upcoming 75th anniversary
in 2023, we're taking a moment t0 look back at critical moments in the college's history. Founded
in 1948, the School of Design, with Henry L. Kamphoefner serving as its first dean, began to bring in

prominent architects and designers as guest lecturers. Among those influential individuals to shape
the first classes of design students was Buckminster Fuller. Fuller is famous for reinventing and

and Twitter.

CONTACT:
NC State College of Design
Campus Box 7701

200 Brooks Hall

popularizing the geodesic dome. Above, he is shown working with students on an automated cotton

Raleigh, NC 27695-7701

mill design in 1949

design. ncsu.edu
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JOIN THE CONVEBSATION
Find us on Facebook (NC State College of Desrgn), lnstagram (@ncstatedesign), Linkedln (NC State Universrty College of Design) and Twitter (@ncstatedesign)

Things We Like

rights Woodland is creating an installation piece that explores the
historical, cultural, and social implications of the shrinking lands of
the Catawba tribe in South Carolina

Dare Coulter celebrates bla*k history
and culture through her art

Ultimately, Woodland hopes the project will be a conversation
starter, and ideally, the project will be installed in a museum.

Art and design alumna Dare Coulter shares how

Woodland says that he would like for people "t0 come and interact

she uses her art as social activism, reshaping the

with lthe project] and learn about the Catawba tribe and about

narrative around black history and culture With

Native American land rights

murals fashioning buildings across North Carolina,

and the larger issue."

Coulters work has become an iconic representati0n ofwhat she calls "blackjoy."

Lumen-Bamen for
Looking forward, Coulter is using her activism, style and passlon for life to create
a monumental sculpture which

willfind its home

the Non-Commous

in Durham.

Not all creatives follow the

Designing ior

same road. After graduation

Social Awareness

from NC State, Ami Sueki

.'.'ffi

Art and design graduate
student Darren Woodland is

IBlD'14] worked as a
designer at Coca Cola's global

'a

headquarters in Atlanta.

"/

pushing his creative skills into
new territory as he works to

" _li4

1

l=-

Needing to blaze her own trail, her team launched their own high'concept
design firm, Zoo. While her firm offers creative direction and services for

bring light to the social issue

clients big and small, Sueki also plays an integral role in Nakamura-Ke

of Native American land

mobile dining experience serving up glow-in{he-dark ramen across the
nation.
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